
Dara Strategic Plan 2014-17
A plan developed by 60 people in Dara





Introduction

We had a project called making a plan for Dara in 2013
and this booklet shows the new plan

People in Dara will work on
September 2014 to December 201 7

8 goals from

The challenge for disability services .
There has been an important report written called: value for money ana
policy review of Disability Services in Ireland 2013.

The two goals of the value for money report show how services will
change from traditional residential services to a service that supports
each person's individual needs.

Goal 1 : Full inclusion and self-determination for people with disabilities through
access to the individualised personal social supports and services needed to live
a fully included life in the community.

Goal 2: The creation of a cost-effective, responsive and accountable system which
will support the full inclusion and self-determination of people with disabilities.



that use the sewlce well.espond to both goals that should serve the people

We made the plan keeping in mind that the HSE will not dive an-r more
moneyto Dara overthe nextthreeyears. ' ' u-'- -''J ---v-u
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The mission of Dara is
To help people live the life of their choice

The vision of Dara is
The people we support will increasingly run their own lives
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Dara is a service for people with intellectual
disabilities and includes a number of different
groups, these are

people with intellectualdisabilities family members

staff working in the residential houses volunteers

Bob CEO board members

house leaders plus mary therapists
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office staff possibilitiesplus staff
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This is what we did to make the plan

SmaH groups met n the kitchen in Maynooth Road for two hours to find out
what is good about Dara. This part was called discovery

We ran two workshops in Celbridge to find out what people's dreams were
for Dara. This part was called dream

We ran two more workshops to make goals and objectives for the new

plan. This part was called design

discovery what is good about Dara now?

dream what do we want what do we desire?

design create goals and objectives that wil
make the dream napped- ..!©''

©
destiny create the actions necessary:to

' achieve the goals and objectives



What helped us build the plan?

making the plan ed us as we worked together on

r=)

We can build a better future if we first think about what Dara has done

2. Every person's opinion is of value

We will develop a good future for Dara if we talk together about what we

We started the plan by asking everyone what they
thoughtwas good about Dara ' ' ''

The next two pages show what we found out



.pl 4 people now live in a home of their choice

involve the person in everything that directly
each person is listened to about their needs

each person has access to their information

each person develops new goals every year

develop each person's skills and capacity to
the greatest possible extent each person is helped to be independent

support the person to develop ancjmaintain
their connections with other people

family relationships are stronger

some people have their own friends outside of
Dara

people that come to respite come with their
friends

people choose where they go for ordinary
community services, e.g. GP and hairdresserstrengthen community lilIEs

some people have joined clubs in Celbridge,
gym and slimming world are two examples

find creative ways of generating human and
other resources

the volunteer scheme was set up that CQL
said was good

Y volunteers and people supported are matched
by their interests

adopt a human rights-based approach in all

.-'"''* (D
human rights

the human rights committee now meets several
times a year

each person supported is invited to take part in
the Dara advocacy group

Dana has been through the CQL process and
is now fully accreditedCQL was initiated

As you can see the last strategic plan 2011-13 achieved a lot.



discovery, finding out what is good about Dara
These 9 point show what the participant said is good about Dara now

1. care is about individual people

2. Dara works towards people being happy

3. Dara values people being independent laSS
4. Dara values people being well connected to oth

5. teams support each other well

6. staff listen and take action on what they hear } $?

z. staff really want to do a good job ,:l £g

8. people in Darn value having fun together 81::iii
9. education is encouraged, this helps make Dara a better plac

These ast tthe pageplsnow the good are builds

ers
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dream, the future that people want for D
After finding out what was good about Dara we ran a worksh
everybody's ideas and desires for the future. These were the
dream about for the future of Dara

1. support people that want to explore new ways of living

2. support people to make more friends

3. create more valued links in the community

5. maximise transport options to support independence di

4. develop the role of volunteers to support community links

6. more respite breaks

7. making a plan for aging needs

8. having a place to meet outside of D

9. change the name of Dara

ara

ara
op to find
things people

A
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Below is a story and poem about living the life you want
written by some people that helped make the plan

A short story
"In the year 2017, AI is 32 and he is living in an apartment near his
family home in Clondalkin. Today is Tuesday and it is 8:00am and AI
texts his support person to say he is getting ready for work in Liffey
Valley and he gets his bike from the hallway. He is looking forward to
catching up with John after work who is his own age and lives with
his girlfriend in Lucan and two kids. They willgo off to the fitness
centre where he gets half an hour on the weights. Then he meets
Tracy afterwards for a bite in Fernando's. He has been getting on
wellwith her recently and might ask her back to the apartment for a
drink. This is the kind of life we hope that we can support people to
live a life that suits the person"

A poem
I thought it was my home and now I am on my own

Visit me anytime my life is finally mine
Choice was just a word but now it is my world

Today when I go to Tesco
For a tea coffee or Expresso

I am greeted because I'm staff
Rather than how I was known in the past

My label has finally left me
At last now I am free"

The story and poem fit very well with the vision of Dara.
The people we support will increasingly run their own lives
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This page has photographs of the 6 pieces of art work
created in the dream workshops with quotes from
some of the participants

our slogan is
values, connection

and growth

don't sink, swim
this picture shows

something on being
more open to life,
so adventure and

enjoy it

our dream is that
the buds in Dara

would turn into full
flowers

let's all stick together to make the dreams come true
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This is Dara's Strategic Plan 2014-17

The next 8 pages are the result of the design workshop, the
third stage of the project, we worked together to create goals
and olgectives

The goals have been agreed by everyone that took part

1. Living the life you want love living
Goal: Support a few people that want to explore new ways of living

This means thinking about choices you can make such as

where you live

who you live with
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where you work

and who you "hang out" with

2. Developing community links, linking in and helping out

Goal: work with the people supported by Dara to develop more
community links in their lives.

This goal means finding places to be in the community that are right for you

We talked a lot about people volunteering in the community as
one way to spend time in the community.

One person talked about helping out, this is what volunteering in the
community is about.
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Volunteering in the community can mean helping to clean up the estate
where you live, or helping out at a local event.

3. Transport, getting around
Goal: help people get to more places in the community and keep
in touch with family and friends.

Help people decide how they can best get to where they need to go by

Walking ll:&
using buses and trains

and even perhaps using a bicycle
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Sometimes people may need to use a car to get to where they want to go
2 houses recently bought a car and respite are going to buy one too, so
already this goalis happening.

4. Work options, having a job
Goal: support people that want to, to find a job that suits them

We talked a lot about opening a coffee shop but in the end decided that this
was not the right idea for now.

This idea did make some people think that some people supported by
Dara may want to get a job in a coffee shop or other workplace as an
alternative to their day service. \...f ,

-.©:
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or perhaps use their time doing other things like growing vegetables

Dara will help people that want to work to look for ajob right for them

5. Respite, taking a break
Goal: Make respite the best ever and find alternative ways of
helping people to take a break.

Respite needs a car and volunteers to create more activity.

Some family members will help Dara increase the number of people who
have a break each year.
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Sortie people will explore new ways of taking a break

6. Service issues, to infinity and beyond
Goal: make sure Dara's service structures reflect the new '9
strategic plan.

Find ways people supported by Dara and family members can be more
involved in Dara's organizational processes.

This will enhance the Partnership Spirit that exists in Dara
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Use more technology in Dara, to help people know what is going on, keep
in touch with each other,

help people become more independent

and to write a newsletter again

Dara has two quality systems, the first is the council of quality and
leadership, CQL.

This is an international system to improve services for people.

The second is the health information and quality authority, HIQA

All disability services in Ireland have to work with HIQA.

'N$$b Health

$ Information
and.Quality

V Authority '

In this plan Dara willlearn from HIQA and CQL.
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7. (changing the name of Dara
Goal: the name Dara residential services willbe changed

The name Dara willstillbe in the new name.

Everyone really likes the name Dara. We will work together and decide
what comes after "Dara"

8. Preparing for illness and old age, engaging with ageing

Goal: develop a plan to support people in Dara as they get older.

There needs to be a plan to support older people in Dara.

So when someone gets older everyone knows what to do to help
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What will Dara achieve if the plan works?

some people will live and work in new places

some people will have new friends

some people will be doing new
things in the community l

l

#
H

some people will be more independent,
seeing more of their family and friends A
there will be new ways for taking a break in
the respite service

there will be a new car and volunteers too

more communication will occur using
modern technology

family members and service users will
help get things done in Dara in new ways

Dara will have a new name

there will be a plan for supporting people
when they get older

people will say this strategic plan has
built on the last one
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destiny, how willwe make the plan happen?

We met in small groups and agreed on the final plan.

However, the rest of destiny is about now and about you,

destiny is about us alltaking action, making the goals happen.

We will use three ways to make the goals nappen
this willgive everyone who made the plan a chance to take part.

1. Use the normal ways that Dara uses at the moment to gets things done.

= =' mlj:=u.=:E=BU '. ;-- ';"'-" "."'.,; ::l=1;=
3. Find a new way,

. look at the things people are doing that will help the plan to grow

. Encourage people with good ideas to get help and make
them happen -3:
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Getting started

When I asked everyone how we could help the plan happen these are the
ideas they came up with

We need to thinkll Can we do something now that will succeed
feel good about the plan?

so we can

Take time to talk about the plan and tel .
I each other what is going on

Take other people's ideas seriously

Develop momentum and keep it going
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Finally, how do we know the plan is the right one
for now?
Over 60 people took part in making a plan for Dara and we used a research
method called Appreciative Inquiry

This helped us focus on making the plan that is written in this book

Everyone was able to talk and listen to each other

We took time to agree on the ideas that are now goals
\/

-.©:
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This is called building consensus

Building
Consensus
One thumb at a trrw.

A.
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so this is what Dara wants to do over the next 3 years \

and it will happen if everyone works together to make it happen
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Dara Residential Services Ltd
No. 36 Maynooth Road,

Celbridge.
Co. Kildare,

I remand.

Tel:(01) 6271484/(01) 6272366
Email: admin@dararesidential.ie

Web: www.dara residential.ie
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Dara Residential Services Ltd
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